
Sons and Daughters: How to Prepare Them to Thrive after They Leave the Nest 
 

Sons: 

1. D____________ Vs Double minded: Making the ______ choice in a t________ manner. 

 Jos 24:15a, 2 Sa 24:12, Job 9:14, 15:5, Pr 1:29, 3:31, 12:26, Lk 19:17   

Why D__________? Because it is ____________ being under someone who won’t _____ or who is 

double-minded, the one who continually _____________ if it is the right choice. We ____ or ______ 

by the way we _______....we choose what we sow and choose what we will reap 

One of the dangers I see in the home school community is that parents _____ ____ ____ 

____________for their children and then don’t understand why they make bad ________ when they get 

older.  
Mt 25:21 Well done, good and faithful servant; you were faithful over a few things, I will make you 

ruler over many things. 
 
Start by letting them make decisions that don’t matter: 

_______________________________________ 

Mid level decisions: __________________________________________________________ 

Advanced decisions: __________________________________________________________ 

 

2. I_______ vs Untrustworthy-Doing the _____ thing when no one is __________   And doing the 

right thing when __________________ is looking. Ge 20:4-5, Job 2:3, 2:9, 27:5, Ps 78:72, Pr 10:9a. 

11:3a, 20:7  

 

Why I_____________?   Marriage, work,  ministry is based on _______. 

 So much _________ to win back _______ than to establish it from the __________ and keep 

it.  
 The person of i_________ doesn’t get close to the _____ in regards to sin or evil.  

 The person of i_________ is and open book, has nothing to _____, no secrets from parents. 

 The person of i_________ does not have to have ___________ asked just the right way 

 

3. I___________ vs indifference/laziness  Recognizing and doing what needs to be done 

________ being _________.Pr 30:25, 10:4, 6:6-11, 13:4, Mt 25:16-17  

Why I____________?  As the ______ of your home, as a ________, as a protector.....need to be 
_________, self-motivated, and diligent to thrive. A_____________ goes with this quality. 

 

4. E_________ vs. quitting..Doing the hard things because it is_____ not because I ________ like 

it. 

 Heb 12:1-2 

Why E___________?  Because our wives need ________ men, that they can count on in hard 

times...not ones that would ________the coup when things get hard. 

 

 

 



Daughters: 

 
5. I______________ vs. Control...knowing how to use my knowledge, experience, and gifts to 

________ those _____________ me.1 Co 11:3, Eph 5:23-24, 33,1 Pe 3:1-2, Nu 14:11-19 

  

 Why I_______________?  Cant have two ________.    __________ will only drive him away. 

I___________ knows that it is not your ________ to make. 

I__________ is knowing how to use a combination of _________, appeal, and sacrifice to help 

__________ those above you. 

I__________ knows how to make a proper _________. 
 
 

6. C_____________ vs ungratefulness....being satisfied with what God ______. 1 Ti 6:8  

Why C______________? Lack of c_______________ makes people feel undo ____________, that 

they can never make you __________.  It will make your _________ not feel like he has to 

________ all the time. It will make you _____________. 

 

 

7. C___________ vs unimaginative Looking for _______ ways to do things that will _______ 

those I am to serve...using your ______________ to come up with new ideas.Tit 2:3-4, Gen 1 

  

 Why ____________?  The woman is the ________ of the home....it makes the family 

_______...... 

 

 

8. R____________ vs scornful.....Giving a person _________  for their God given _________, 

character, or achievement. _______________ is not respect....don’t mix them up....Respect is honor, 

admiration, esteem ...honoring their name and reputation   

 Why R___________?    It is the single strongest ____________ for _____. 

 

Both:  

9.  Communication ______________ Solving 

 Why problem solving?....because everyone has problems....it is in the communication process that 

feeling’s get hurt;  Eph 4:15a, Pr 12, 15:2, 15:4, 18:21, 21:23,31:26,15:1 

 

 

10. How to Get I________ and Application Out of __________.  
 

 Why? Because ________________ applied is the source of a good life. 

 

 
 


